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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

COURSENETWORKING ROLLS OUT NEW FEATURES IN LIGHT OF GDPR
Indianapolis, IN May 25, 2018 – CourseNetworking LLC Indianapolis office is proud to
announce compliance with the newly implemented EU General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR), and upcoming features that will help protect user-privacy.
CourseNetworking is a suite of three key products: CN full LMS, CN Post (Social) plug-in
tool, and the CN ePortfolio. The CN business model supports free use by any individual user
world-wide, so, naturally, there are users from the EU. Instead of solely catering to the EU
population in light of GDPR, CN took the opportunity to improve products for all users by
doing the following.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Completely updated, refined and simplified Terms of Service and Privacy Policy
Ensured Data Transfer Protection through AWS Privacy Shield
Created Data Protection Agreement (DPA)
Created GDPR helpdesk article
Created new security and privacy-oriented features

These new privacy features include a one-stop-shop Security and Privacy Checkup tool for
users to easily, and completely check on their privacy and personal data usage settings and
preferences. It gives users the freedom to review and modify their account security, profile
privacy, ePortfolio visibility, and social activity. In addition to this check up, users can now
opt out of being shown when viewing others’ ePortfolios and may remove themselves
completely from all search engines, both internally and externally.
The security and privacy of CN users is is a high priority to CourseNetworking and is taken
very seriously. This compliance is just one piece of CouseNetworking’s mission: to change
the way the world learns - by making CN an easily accessible, secure and free academic
networking alternative to typical course-management educational platforms. For more
information on CN compliance and security, please visit support.thecn.com
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